[Cost-effectiveness of conservative therapy of knee joint osteoarthritis].
Hyaluronic acid (HYA) recently in several clinical studies has been shown to reduce gonarthrotic pain and to improve mobility. As an outcome measure usually the medical judgement and/or patient satisfaction as well as the Lequesne-index or the Euroquol index were used. The objective of this study was to investigate the cost-effectiveness (CEA) of HYA in a German ambulatory setting. In 5 orthopedic specialist's practices a total of 179 patients with gonarthrosis have been evaluated, 90 under treatment with HYA, 89 with standard treatment (SDT). After 6 months the effects of HYA as measured by the Lequesne- and Euroquol-indices have been compared to SDT and analysed for cost of treatment. All index values for pain and mobility show--mostly significant--differences in favour of HYA, e.g. 92.4% of all patients under HYA achieved optimum values of Euroquol for general satisfaction vs. 42.9% in the reference group. The direct medical costs of 796, 11 DM are higher for HYA by 286, 85 DM (incl. 649 for HYA alone): the cost of medical services are lower by 108 DM, for lost days of work they are lower by 98 DM as compared to SDT. The average cost-effectiveness of HYA was superior for the effects on pain and mobility (e.g. differences of 978 and 328 DM resp. in direct costs), how-ever, indifferent for the complete indices. also marginal cost-effectiveness shows mainly favourable results for the various outcome-dimensions of quality of life used, the values being partly lower than the average cost-effectiveness. HYA shows mainly superior effects on quality of life as compared so SDT. Savings occur mainly with the regard to additive therapies and loss of work days. Overall HYA therapy is not more expensive but more beneficial than SDT.